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 The perfect combination of hard work and fun learning. Or maybe it’s fun work 

and hard learning. It’s hard to tell, when it comes to FIRST Robotics. Each year my 

Miracles of Engineering (MOE) DuPont team designs and fabricates a unique robot to 

play that year’s game. From a primitive concept on day one, to a fully-operational, 

competitive robot 6 weeks later, the program offers every student skill and proficiency in 

engineering that impacts their lives. What makes this program so successful? First of 

all, it applies almost every subject in school—especially reinforcing my favorite subjects, 

math and physics—through complex, tangible problems. Also, the thrill of being part of a 

real-life engineering project pushes me to excel. It’s the hardest fun anyone can have. 

Ever.

! Math and science have always thrilled me. They’re always filled with in-depth 

reasoning and new challenges. But I’m sometimes disappointed when I feel it’s 

irrelevant to real life. Sure, I can figure out how fast a car accelerates or how quickly 

heat is transferred, but what does that really mean to me? We have speedometers and 

thermometers to give us that information in an instant. But robotics gives me the chance 

to use my knowledge in a real-life project. The game this year was a mesh of shooting 

frisbees into goals and climbing large, 7-foot pyramids with our 120-pound robot. My 

challenge was building the climbing mechanism. My objective was to climb all the way 

to the top. It was daunting, to say the least. Along with my subteam, consisting of a few 

students and mentors, I built countless prototypes. Just when we thought we had an 

answer, we realized something was wrong with our idea. It seemed to be a complicated 



problem, and we had complicated solutions—multiple hooks, lots of chain, mechanisms 

to keep us from falling away from the poles, and carefully cut pieces of metal the robot 

could “rest” on while we switched hooks. We spent all 6 weeks of build season 

constructing, testing, realizing we had some kind of problem, and then stepping back to 

sketch new ideas. We didn’t have a viable solution going into our first competition. How 

discouraging. When we arrived and started watching other robots competing, we 

realized we had been approaching the problem with the wrong focus. The better 

strategy, perhaps, was to build a set of simple hooks—the robot only needed to drive 

towards the lower bar, and the hooks would lift the robot up. The following Monday, I 

built and tested the hooks in a few hours. It’s amusing to think of all the effort, 

brainpower, and time I put into building something complicated, when a simpler strategy 

and solution was right in front of me the whole time. It’s more than laughable, though; 

the experience is a valuable lesson to me as I pursue a career in mechanical 

engineering.

! But designing and building the climber wasn’t my only responsibility on the team 

this year. Our robot was completely student welded, and I was the head of the welding 

team. I oversaw every welding project from the cutting of the aluminum to the final weld 

bead. I was also a member of the student council, helping to build a business plan, 

organize fundraisers, and schedule outreach events for the team. In addition, I was the 

only girl on pit crew. That was quite a job, considering I had to keep the easily distracted 

boys in line, along with fixing the robot. This year I was chosen as Dean’s List Finalist at 

the Mid-Atlantic Robotics Region Championship. This honor is awarded to only 2 in 

every 1,000 FRC students. It recognizes those who embody the FIRST ideals—



technical expertise and passion, leadership and motivation skills, entrepreneurship and 

creativity, and effectiveness with spreading awareness of FIRST in their communities. I 

was flattered to receive this honor for simply doing what I love to do.

! Building robots confronts me with physics and calculus problems that truly need 

solutions. And there’s no answer key. Of course I’ll make mistakes and build overly 

complicated mechanisms sometimes, but that’s all part of learning. It’s hard learning, 

but it’s also fun learning. It’s the the hardest fun ever.


